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Good plans

    Special offer 2 persons
 260 € per week
 680 € for 3 consecutive weeks
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   Weekend Offer
 Valid from 03 May to 01 July 2024 and from 31 August to 22 September 2024
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Book with peace of mind
Flexibility and money back guarantee
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	Leisure 	Water park
	Spa area
	Activities
	Your summer holiday


	Services
	Camping pitches
	Mobile homes 	Mobile home Oakley or Océane (Type B) 5 pers.
	Mobile home Louisiane Florès (Type C) 5 pers.
	Mobile home Ardiden 5 pers.
	Mobile home Louisiane Savanah (Type C) 5 pers.
	Mobile home Vivario PMR (Type C) 5 pers.
	Mobile home Gavarnie 5 pers.
	Mobile home Tamaris 6 pers.


	Flats 	L'Ombrée 6/8 pers.
	L'Ombrée 6 pers.
	L'Ombrée 4 pers. Village
	L'Ombrée 4 pers. Garden
	L'Ombrée 4 pers. Balcony
	L'Ombrée 4 pers. Garret


	Chalets
	Tourism 	Luz Pays Toy
	Le Tourmalet
	Pic du Midi
	Cauterets
	Pont d'Espagne
	Lake Gaube
	Gavarnie
	Lourdes
	Argelès-Gazost
	Hiking
	Bicycling
	Trail
	Sports and activities


	Infos 	Access / Location
	Partners
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	Weather
	Cancellation insurance
	Video


	Contact








      Online booking
     Rentals  
    Pitches  
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Availability
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 Video

Luz-Saint-SauveurHautes-Pyrénées
NewsPromos
Hiking in Hautes-Pyrénées
Have you chosen our campsite in Luz-Saint-Sauveur to enjoy the mountains to the full? Then you've made the right decision! Our valleys are home to some prestigious UNESCO World Heritage sites, as well as some more confidential spots. Whether you want to go up to 3,000 metres for the first time in your life, admire the 3 Cirques (Gavarnie, Troumouse and Estaubé) or see some of the thousands of lakes in the Pyrenees, then you will definitely find what you're looking for and enjoy some emotion-packed experiences. Here's a quick overview of what you can see near our campsite in the Pyrenees...
 Incredible landscapes to see during your hikes and outings in the Pyrenees
 Fans of hiking will be spoiled for choice with all the memorable trails on offer during their stay in the mountains. The Pyrenees National Park is an encounter with breathtaking nature. On foot, by mountain bike or on horseback, contemplating the magnificent Pyrenean scenery will definitely reward all your efforts. Take a trip to Pont d'Espagne, near Cauterets, and explore some of the many trails on offer in this exceptional site. Fans of waterfalls will be delighted! From there, among other sites, you can go to the Lake Gaube in the beautiful region of the Gaube valley.
 Hiking in Hautes-Pyrénées also takes in plenty of other natural areas that will be a big part of your camping stay in Luz-Saint-Sauveur. Among the top sites, don't miss the Cirque de Gavarnie, the famous Pic du Midi in Bigorre or Argelès-Gazost, as well as Lourdes. They all provide hikers of all levels with a whole host of trails on foot or by mountain bike.
 Find out more about the trails leaving from our campsite in Hautes-Pyrénées:
 Our campsite team are keen hikers and can give you tips according to your level, experience and your wishes. Don't hesitate to ask at reception for recommendations, topographical guides and IGN maps.
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Your accommodation
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 Pitches I discover  
  Camping Airotel Pyrénées ****
 4 star family campsite in the Pyrenees
 Esquieze-Sere - 46, avenue de Barège 
65120 Luz-Saint-Sauveur
 Hautes Pyrénées - Occitanie - France
 Phone: 00 33 5 62 92 89 18
 E-mail: contact@airotel-pyrenees.com 


Documents (pdf)
RatesMap of the campsiteTerms and conditions of saleRules of ProcedureCancellation insuranceTG of cancellation insurance

 How to find us
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